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The Question
“What do you believe is the
greatest spiritual issue of today
and how should people approach
and/or address it?”

Jean Vanier’s response
 Throughout the video interview Vanier reflects
on “people living with disabilities” :
 “they have taught me many things”
 “they are people of the heart rather than
the head”
 “washing the feet of others”
 “Jesus is the face of mercy”

“The greatest spiritual issues of today”
 “Fear and division”
 “Forms of fundamentalism and
other anxieties”
 “Closing down rather than
opening up”
 Q: How then do we “open up”?

Pope Francis – some similarities
 Move to the frontiers
 Open doors rather than build
fortresses
 “The person who builds walls,
and not bridges, is not Christian.
This is not the gospel”

Being drawn into the Mystery = “littleness”
 “The little ones can listen to
God, can hear and see God”
 St Thérèse of Lisieux, the
anawim, the little ones totally
dependent upon God
 Both Vanier & Thérèse are
“God’s small paint brush”

St Thérèse of Lisieux – a spirituality
of “littleness”
 Holiness means “not striving to
climb up to God but, rather,
receiving God, in Jesus, reaching
out to us”;
 “Human weakness is fully
compatible with holiness”

).

(Conn, in Holder, 2010, Christian spirituality:
The classics, pp. 306-313; quotes pp. 313,

“The wound is the site of healing”
 Latin “vulnus” = wound (Sinclair, 2003,
p. 256)
 “Our healing is next to the wound”
(Okpalaoka & Dillard, 2011, p. 73)
 Theologian Sarah Coakley (2002): ‘the
frailty, vulnerability and ‘selfeffacement’ of [Jesus in the
Gethsemane & Golgotha] narratives is
what shows us ‘perfect humanity’
(p. 161).

Vulnerability = linked to “wound”
 Wound as birth image; source of hope, healing, new life
 “The sleep of Adam is the death of Christ”; Eve is drawn
out by God from one of the ribs of the sleeping Adam ; the
entire creation looks on.
 God draws out the Church as crowned female from the
side of the dead Christ; the newly formed Church saints or
new creation look on; both images c. 1250 CE
 Cf. Levinas: “Sensibility…is an opening to others, a
nearness, the one-for-the-other, precisely vulnerability to
others” (cited in Benaroyo, 2007, p. 7)
Figure 1 – Bible Moralisée (c. 1250): and the caption
provided by ARAS (ARAS 5Ek.010) ‘The sleep of Adam is
the death of Christ’ (excerpt). Upper panel: Eve is drawn
from the side of Adam’s. Lower panel: the Church
emerges from the side of the crucified and dead Christ
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